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Welcome back to the Ark Alert. As always
we are excited to share our thoughts and
findings with you in this new year. During
this term we will be bringing you all the
current political news from around the
world, information on the day to day at
Ark Academy as well as all the grit and
glory in between. Stick with us as we take
this journey to keep you Alerted.

New Year? Same Me!
New Year’s resolutions? They mean
Well let’s talk about me and my
nothing. It’s just something you end up resolution now. I had the resolution from
changing yourself with every year, and
last, last year and broke it for the third
half of the time they are never fulfilled or time. What is my New Year resolution do
broken.
you ask? It’s to be more ladylike
however wearing skirts, eating less and
Year by year you try think of another
hanging out with a bunch of princesses
way to change yourself. Why? In the
isn’t worth changing myself especially
end you’ll have the personality of a rock when I have an amazing life just as the
meaning that everything is set out and
way I am.Therefore I suggest you to
planned out for any unexpected events.
improve because I know you will go
Sure maybe losing weight or eating less further improving than changing the way
can keep you healthier and make
you already act. I say this to you all
yourself look better but what if eating a because as you already know changing
lot was one of your characteristic? It’s
didn’t show me the true path or the true
all about having to know the differences me whereas improving did show me the
of IMPROVING and CHANGING.
correct way.
Improving is when you bring into a more
desirable or excellent condition with
SO….
something you already have
NEW YEAR SAME ME
accomplished.
For example last term you had a grade
5 in your English literature assessment
but you are planning to get a grade 7
this term by improving the way you
study. Change is when you make or
become different. For example one day
you were acting like a nerd then the
next day you become a naughty kid by
not doing your homework or by not
engaging in lesson for instance.
Therefore you rather need to improve
yourself, not change.

By Akshainie Rajan

The Sudanese Revolution
By Wisam Eltayeb

Today I am going to give you some insight into the ongoing revolution
occurring in Sudan.
So, what is a revolution? It is when a country overthrows the
government in favour of a new system. Right now, in Sudan the citizens
are going onto the streets and protesting as they want a new
government.
Omar al-Bashir (current president) has had the audacity to conquer
Sudan and force his way into being president for 30 years! He has
banned all human rights in Sudan, imprisoned anyone who dares to
oppose him, he has increased the price of all foods and has taken
almost all the money from banks. He has refused to put petrol in gas
stations and provide medicine in hospitals. He sent young boys to the
military in Yemen without obtaining their consent, he has instigated the
war in Darfur (genocide) and lastly, he has been selling Sudan's land to
other countries.
Since the revolution has started Bashir has fired several rounds of tear
gas to damage people’s nerves whilst they protest for their freedom.
Parents are so scared for their children's lives that they have been
refusing to let then go school for over two weeks.
Let us pray and hope that people in Sudan are brought freedom, peace,
justice and a good government.

#2019TRENDS
In this article I will be talking about the latest
trends that is popping out and being stalking by
2019 civilians.I hope it might trigger you to follow
one of the trends as it might persuade others to
follow the trends that is set out by you.

Artificial Intelligence:
Artificial Intelligence (AI) makes it possible for
machines to learn from experience, adjust to new
inputs and perform human-like tasks. Most AI examples
that you hear about today – from chess-playing
computers to self-driving cars – rely heavily on deep
learning and natural language processing. Using these
technologies, computers can be trained to accomplish
specific tasks by processing large amounts of data and
recognising patterns in the data.

Veganism:
From the beginning of 2018 till now, plant-based
product purchases have raised by a drastic 230
thousand in the UK. Veganism has usually been put
aside by society, however, recently the population has
grown more accustomed to transferring into vegetarians
or vegans.

3D Printing:
3D Printing are the trend today. With this machine,
you can print almost anything you have in mind. If you
want a dress, you can 3D print it, if you want a pair of
shoes, you can 3D print it. You can almost do anything
with a 3D printer, including a working gun, a home, a
car, and even food.

By Nora Elbana

School Notices
Thank you to everyone who attended our mindful
vision board workshop last week. In the spirit of
being mindful, here is an app to help with positive,
negative and all those emotions in between. You
can type in a subject and be guided through a super
helpful meditation!
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